Year 4 presents…

Firework Poetry
As our poetry unit coincided with
Bonfire Night we decided to write poems
using our senses to describe the
fireworks.
This time we added onomatopoeia
to our work.
We hope you enjoy reading them.
Which are you favourite examples
of onomatopoeia?

Fireworks
The bangers boom, bang and bash,
The screamer sprinkles, screeches and snuffles,
The rocket rattles, rumbles and tumbles,
Fizz Whack, Bang!

The bangers boom in the moonlit sky,
They twirl around madly and boom so high.
The Catherine Wheel cackles, crackles and clunks,
Thwack, Smack, Thud!

As they twist high, I feel quite shy,
As they sizzle madly, yell wildly.
And as I go to sleep,
There is a glow in the sky.

Aadi Mankodi

Fireworks
Catherine Wheel explodes,
In a riot of colour.
As soon as it dies,
They light another.

Jumping Jack chases me,
Like I’m his prey.
Pop, buzz, fizz, leap,
I’ll stay out of his way.

Sizzling sparkler cascading,
Through the midnight sky.
Everybody’s here to watch,
The fireworks go by.

Alban Tiplady

This is amazing!
T-T-T-T-Twang! B-B-B-B-Bang!
D-D-D-D-Ding! This is amazing!
Come and join the fun,
It’s all a load of varooooooom!
I want to hear some more!
Because this is amazing!
Lilac, lime, cream and rose,
all these colours, I choose,
because no-one knows….
That this is amazing!
As the colours start to fade,
all I do is go into dismay.
Swoosh! The last sound I hear,
all I want you to know is,
That this is amazing!
Back they come, all swooping around!
Now all we want to say is Goodbye!
Bella Radley

Firework Night
Firework night, the best night in November,
All the fireworks go bang, boom!
Here are some.
Screamers shoot high in the sky,
Screaming as they go,
They are very noisy,
Bang, Boom, Bang.
Jumping Jack bounces frantically chasing its
prey,
Zip, Zap, Zip!
It will scare you away.
Rockets shoot right into the sky,
Then makes a big boom!
Scaring people as it explodes.
Finally the Catherine Wheel spins round,
Zooming into the air.
Bursting into flames,
Before the sparks fade away.
Alex Black

Clash! Bang! Boom! Fireworks
Clash! Goes the firework,
bursting with colours.
Bang! The firework explodes
loudly,
like a big pirates bomb.
BOOM!
Roman candles shooting,
in the dark night sky.
Bursting with sparkling colours,
making the crowd sigh.
Fizzle, sizzle, BOOM!
Jack in the box bounding,
Out of his fat tube.
Exploding with flaming colours,
Helping to lift the mood.
Gush, gurgle, BANG!
Ellie Weaver

Fireworks
Boom, Bang!
The firework went,
Pink, Green Red and Black.
Firework, firework!
Way up high.
Boom, boom!
Shine in the moonlit sky.
Everyone screams, everyone cries.
Boom, bang!
In the night sky.

Celina Kwabene

Fireworks
Bang! Fireworks bursting as I hear,
A cheerful voice like an exploding bomb.
Sparklers twinkling beautifully,
Pop, sizzle,
Colours shattering,
White, blue red, pink and magenta.

Jumping Jacks bouncing everywhere,
Twisting and turning as they go.
Colours bursting,
Nothing in their way.

Annabel Macaulay

Screamers
Scream, zoom,
Goes the screamer,
Going without a trace,
It only screams,
It does not bing,
It does not zing,
It only zooms and screams,
And that’s why we like
screamers.
Daniel Nokes

Fuzzing Fireworks
Bang! Goes the rocket,
Sizzle! Zooms the Catherine Wheel,
Crackle! Cascades the Fountain,
Fireworks are awesome.
Bang! Sizzle! Crackle!
It’s like we’re moving a mountain,
Fiery Jack-in-a-Box watering the ground below
with bright sparks,
Sizzling creamer screeching, spouting out, sharp
oranges, bold yellows and deep red.
Fireworks are awesome!
Hip hop zip zap, gleams the Jumping Jack chasing
its prey,
Hiss! Zap! Zing! It’s like a movie.
Fireworks are awesome!
“Cool!” gasp the crowd, drinking tomato soup,
Fizz! Sizzle! Flies the fireball into the moonlit
sky.
Fireworks are awesome!
Elliott Doolan

Blazing Bonfire night
Crackling fires sit in bed of chestnut logs,
flaming up in the horrendous fogs.
Amazing rays are shimmering. Swish, Ping!
Suddenly fireworks go Zing!
Expanding fireballs explode into the moonlit
sky,
It definitely makes me want to fly up high.
Deep scarlet shimmers in the light,
Radiant, ruby, red can start up a fight.
And that’s my blazing bonfire night.

Erin Phillips

Fireworks

Rocket races way up high,
Shining brightly in the sky.
Fireworks go boom, bang whoosh!
Some people say ‘Shush’.
The jumping jack jumps, bounding
around
Chasing people over the ground.
People panting every day,
Now they know to stay away.

Heather Callaghan

Fireworks
Jumping Jack bouncing around,
Looking very scary as it hits the
ground.
Pop, sizzle, bang, bang,
Makes my heart go twang.

Rocket blasts high into the sky,
Flying very high.
Exploding like a cracker,
Sparkling, shining, splutter,
Filling me with wonder.

Kassie Crow

Fireworks
Screamer sizzles, swooshes and shoots,
Rocket fizzes frantically and I tripped over
my boots,
Bangers bursting with ruby red and grass
green,
Colours shattering the calm,
Slam, bang, boom!
Jumping Jacks bouncing around,
Looking very scary as it hits the ground,
Roar, pop, sizzle and zoom!
Sparkles of turquoise and emerald green,
Crackles, shimmers, bing!
Catherine Wheel spinning around just to be
seen,
Roman Candle admiring the view,
Pop, boom, bang, ping!
Katie Hughes

Zap, Zing – Firework Night
ZAP, ZING,
Catherine Wheel sizzles, spins, sparks and
sprinkles,
Down, down, down.

ZING, ZAP,
Jack in the Box springs out fountains of colour,
Magenta, turquoise, Crimson.

But…
Sparkles spurt out their glittering stars,
Sprinkling onto my gloves.
Sizzle, fizz.

Kimberley Adrian

Fireworks
Gold, turquoise, silver all the firework colours,
Fizzle, boom, pop all the firework sounds,
Watch them go up high ‘til they reach the stars,
The smell of them exploding makes me feel good,
That’s why I like fireworks!

Crackle, zap go the colourful fireworks,
Where are they going to land?
I’d better move out of their way,
They’ll g ive you a big surprise,
That’s why I like fireworks!

Lauren Mgbor

Fireworks
Jumping Jack follows you around,

It bounces down to the ground.
Zip, zap zip!
What a wonderful sound.
Jack in the box springs out fountains of colour,
Such as magenta, turquoise and crimson.
Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh,
What a calm sound.
Sparklers spurt out their glittering stars,
Sprinkling on to my gloves.
Sizzle, fizz.
I love the fireworks!
Rocket explodes in the midnight sky,
Guess what sound it makes?
Bang, Crash.
Catherine Wheel spins and spins,
‘til it has worn out.
Fizz, fizz, fizz.
Bangers boom very loud,
Boom, boom, boom!
Very loud you go,
Boom, boom, boom – Wow!

Leah Bown

Firework
Whoow, Whoosh, zip, zap, zing, a firework – Boom!
The rockets go swish, whizz.
The firework in a bang it goes,
Lovely colours like a rainbow.
Here’s another lovely one, Like a beautiful butterfly.
Whoosh, the firework goes,
Zap, Zip, Ping!
The heavenly firework goes in the air together,
Here’s another one.
Pop, the lovely colours go.
I love the colours of a Catherine Wheel,
They spin with all the colours going in the air.
Whoa – look at the Jumping Jack,
Its jumping everywhere, like a frog that jumps
everywhere.
Every firework sparkles.
Leah Brown-Hargreaves

Firework Poem
The rocket shot up like a shooting star,
The screamer shot up sparkling with a humongous
burst of light.
In a flash the banger shot up making an explosion
of light.
A sparkler shining and sizzling so bright,
then it burns out of light.
Catherine wheel spinning round and round a
scatter of light.
The Tiger shooting up to the sky so fast,
and then a burst of colours came out from
nowhere.
The Explosion Breaker zoom’s up whistling loudly,
to explode into sparkling colours.
The bonfire explodes with light and colour,
Fireworks zoom sparklers spark and Bang!
Liam Jenkins

Booming Fireworks

Bangers whoosh and boom up into the sky,
You never knew they go up so high.
Bing, boom, fizz goes the Catherine wheel spinning
around,
Where will it land on the ground?

Squawk, smack goes the screamers up so high,
Burst, crash, cackle up into the moonlit sky.
Jumping Jack chases you around,
Zing, zap, zip while it bounces to the soggy ground.

Sparklers spurt out their glittery stars,
Sprinkling onto my gloves, sizzle fizz,
Jack in the Box springs out,
Making fountains with a burst of colour,
Fizz, Fizz, zzzz, there go the people buying sweets with
a dollar.
Natasha Davidson

Lauren Mgbor

Fireworks
10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0,
Fizz, crackle, bang, pop!
The firework show has started.
Whizz, clap, whirl, zoom!
Look how that one darted.
Sizzle, boom, whirl, splutter!
Catherine Wheel spins around.
Whoosh, Zap, Howl, Woooo!
They shimmer slowly to the ground.
Splat, clunk, plot, scream!
The Jack in the Box is after you!
Stutter, tremble, natter, shout!
I think it’s after me too!
But not he show has ended,
Everyone is in tears,
I’ll definitely be coming here,
For the next 100 years!

Phoebe Lewis

I Love Fireworks
Colours explode in the air,
Screeching sounds is all you hear,
Catherine Wheel spins and spins,
Until you hear a silent Zing.
Burst of flames hit the sky,
While the rocket goes high and high,
In that rocket you night hear,
A loud ping, that hits your ear.
Everyone stops and stares,
Waiting until they hear,
Zoom, bang, zing!
All these things that you might hear,
Are the things I love
So well, and that is
Fireworks. Zoom, bang, zing!
Pippa Folan

Fireworks
Crackle, crackle goes the bonfire,
So gigantic, I really admire.
Sparkling Catherine Wheels fizzing bright and bold,
Every single colour, even gold.

The sizzle of the sparklers super in the night,
Not so great in the daylight.
Firework fountains cascading over there,
So beautiful I wish you were here.

Wonderful bangers, such a brilliant bang,
Sometimes there might even be a clang.
The whistle of the screamers so very loud,
Luckily we’re here safe and sound.

A Jack in the Box pops out near me,
Its fire almost catches a tree.
Stupendous fireballs as huge as you,
I love fireworks, do you too?

Roxanne Hudson-Love

Fireworks
Boom!
you hear
through the night.
Bangers burst,
and shatter,
the calm.
Bang, splat,
swoosh, zoom,
zonk, zzzz.
Bump!
the jumping jack,
slammed against
the garden wall.
Ryan Clark

Firework
Jack in the box flying out into space,
The watching children with shocked
looks on their face,
Screaming screamers shooting in the
sky,
Like a colourful singing bird way up
high.

Swaying sparklers in the dark midnight
air,
Where kids are kind and like to share,
Bonfire ashes spear into the night,
The display is over, but oh what a sight!
Sophia Francisco

Fantastic Fireworks!
Boom! Goes the firework.
Boom! Goes the firework.
Boom! Goes the firework.
Boom, Bang, Bing
Watch the fireworks twinkling!
ZZZ “Crash” go the spears of the amazing rays that
shatter people with amazement.
ZZZ! Goes the firework.
“Crash” Goes the firework.
Trickle, cackle, “Whizz”
Goes the firework when I’m in a tizz.
Trickle! Goes the firework.
Cackle! Goes the firework.
“Whizz” goes the firework.
Pitter, Patter goes the firecracker,
Even if you’re scared it doesn’t matter.
Pitter! Goes the firework.
Patter! Goes the firework.
The cascading jack in a box boomed
Like a bomb exploding!
The question is why does the bonfire,
Fill my heart with desire?

Thomas Armon

Firework Poem

When I see the fizz of a sparkling firework,
It was called a banger,
We did some fireworks!

I love sparklers,
Loudly I hear screamers scattering away,
Jumping jacks chasing me,
I run away

Yasmin Nas

My fireworks night
ZOOM, POP, SIZZLE, goes those things in the
sky,
People say they’re fireworks but I don’t know if
that’s a lie.
But I do know beneath those pretty sights, lurks
a danger,
that can kill even worse than a total stranger.
But still it is a wonderful sight,
especially in this firework lit night.
Bright spurts of pale violet, deep scarlet and
sunset yellow,
The violet turns into a huge bluebell
Oh, but there’s still one left to go but this one
nearly fell.
It nose-dived down but thankfully it flew back up,
It really nearly hit the ground looking like a big
cup.
Well that was the end of my so called ‘Firework
night’
My mum looked appalled because I nearly cried.
But they were tears of joy so I gave a little sigh.
Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy
You know I don’t think the name firework is a lie!
Zoe Dewberry

